EXERCISE #1

Predict the output from the program.

```c
void my_function_01(int nNum_Repeat, int nNum_to_Use);
void main ( )
{
    int nNum_Repeat = 100;
    int nNum_to_Use = 2;

    my_function_01(nNum_Repeat, nNum_to_Use);

    cout << nNum_Repeat << " " << nNum_to_Use << endl;

    return;
}
void my_function_01(int nNum_Repeat, int nNum_to_Use)
{
    int i;  // the loop counter

    for (i = 0; i < nNum_Repeat; i++)
    {
        nNum_to_Use ++;
    }

    return;
}
```

EXERCISE #2

How to fix the problem in EXERCISE #1 (propose all possible solutions)?